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On page 606, the last two sentences in second paragraph under “Mediterranean diet”, starting from “After a median follow up of 4.1 years” should be:

“Updated results published in 2018 for the Barcelona study, confirmed that after a median follow up of 4.1 years, the Mediterranean diet plus nuts group had significantly improved memory composite, while Mediterranean diet plus EVOO group had significantly better performance on the frontal and global cognition composites compared to the control group. However, after reanalysis [66], no between-group differences were observed for individual cognitive tests after adjustment for confounders in multivariate analysis.”


On Page 606 under “Mediterranean diet”, the last sentence in first paragraph “Both studies had high risk of bias due to the difficulty of blinding”, should instead be:

“Both studies had high risk of bias due to the difficulty of blinding [66,67] as well as randomization issues in one trial [65]”

On page 585 Table 1, in the row of “Valls-Pedret et al [65]”, Quality assessment should be:

“Random Sequence Generation”- high
“Allocation concealment”-high
“Selective reporting”- low
“Other source of bias”- yes
“Blinding- participants and personnel”- high
“Blinding-outcome assessment”- low
“Incomplete outcome data”- high
“Overall bias assessment”- high

On page 617 Reference [65] should be:

Erratum
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On page 606 and references page 617, new references added are:
